Designing implant trials in 2010: a recipe for success.
In a recent evaluation of 1017 device trials listed on a clinical trials register (www.clinicaltrials.gov) between 2005 and 2009, only 84 (8.2%) represented orthopedic device evaluations. These device trials notably had few numbers of patients and few centers and represented approximately 7% of drug trials on the same registry. The relatively small proportion of device trials in orthopedics may represent a lack of interest; however, given the device focus of the field, the answer is more likely to be a lack of necessityhistorically, regulatory pathways to implant approvals have not required clinical trials and have largely focused on preclinical and early case-series evaluations. The changing landscape of the regulatory environment necessitates a renewed interest in high-quality clinical research. Specifically, randomized trials of implants in orthopedics are poised to become major designs in the future. Given the general uncertainty in knowledge of regulatory pathways among researchers and health care providers, the current symposium was developed to clarify the design and execution of device trials in a changing regulatory environment. We focus our papers on the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) device classes and regulatory pathways (510K), design challenges in regulatory trials, site audits, and standard operating procedures. In over a decade of conducting trials, we have also realized the critical importance of data-management systems and contract research organizations. Not every clinician, device manufacturer, or researcher planning a randomized trial will have the infrastructure or experience to meet the strict regulatory compliance guidelines for the proper conduct of the trial. Understanding what to look for in a contract research organization is extremely helpful, especially in an environment of limited funding and high expectations. We hope that the current symposium will provide a broad context to clinical trials of orthopedic devices. Despite the challenges of the current regulatory arena, there has never been a more exciting time to conduct research in our field.